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single-author site, with no female
authors.Viral and nonviral therapies
for multiple sclerosis. The treatment

options available for multiple
sclerosis include pharmacological
agents that are generally aimed at

reduction of inflammatory
neurodegeneration. However, most
patients fail to achieve disease-free
status. Over the last several years, a

number of experimental
immunotherapies have been explored,

showing potential to treat patients
who have not responded or are unable

to tolerate current treatments. The
most advanced of these are those
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based on regulatory T cells or immune
modulatory antibodies. These are
discussed here and their clinical

potential is evaluated.Q: Effect of
identifier in the declaration of an
array constant I've encountered an

interesting question that I would like
to find the answer of, but I couldn't

find anything about it. In the
following snippet of code: void

fun(int* Array) { // Do something }
int main() { int array[] = {1,2,3,4};
fun(array); } which of the following
two calls would behave differently:

fun(array); fun(&array[0]); I
understand the second call is an array
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of 4 pointers to int (similar to a
pointer to pointer to int), while the
first is an array of 4 int. Why is the
compiler "aware" of the difference?
A: The standard does not specify the

semantics of accessing through an
array constant. You could safely

access it through a pointer or array
(but not to another array constant).
ISO/IEC 9899:2011 §6.4.4.2: An

array type describes a contiguously
allocated nonempty set of objects
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